Participation
7EE ~ Keys of Self-Mastery
When Do I Start ~
If you are Reading this Letter, then maybe you have already been Summoned by
Source and of your-Self to these Transmissional-Teachings, in the Remembrance
of your Angelic-Arrival of this New Beginning.
IF you have decided that it is Time to begin your 7EE, then you have already
Tuned-in with your Higher-Self, the Star Systems and Source for a Continual
Commitment of your Awakening process.
Timing is Impeccable, and in a Divine Alignment of one’s Arrival to this 7-Day
Energy Experience. When one has Arrived, the Embodiment’s Energy begins to
Stimulate an Experience to an Advanced and Accelerated Alignment of the I Am.
In fact, if you are Finding your Embodiment to be Reactive to this Information, then
one may already be preparing for this Experience, as they Read these very Words.
Basically, it means that "All is Ready and in Full Alignment”. Like arranging for a
"Holiday trip", You have Prepared Yourself for a Great Adventure, that is about to
Begin, that has really, already Begun!!!
The 7EE is a 24 Hour, 7-Day Remote Experience in Dedication and Commitment
to You.
The Energy of this Experience remains open-ended until the Conclusion of your 7Day Transmission Energy Experience. This 7EE is a Never-Ending Story of Infinite
Intelligence.
Beginning at exactly 12:00 a.m. of the Dates Chosen, the Energy Experience will
have already been Activated, to begin the Transmissions and Encodings that you
have Permissioned yourself to Receive.
This 7-Day Energy Experience is Completely REMOTE and in the Privacy of your
own Space and Time.

All of the Transmissonal-Teachings will come via Email, and Mary will spirituallycommunicate to you from her Higher-Self to Yours. It is important to Tune-in as
much as possible and be in an Awareness.
Listen to your body’s makeup, and maybe even Journal your Experiences, to
recognize the changes that begin to naturally occur.
In this 7-Day Process, One MAY continue the "everyday routine of life ~ while at
the same time, create Space for the 7-days of healings, activations, advancements
and encodings as The Energy Experience is in a continual Flow.
Mary will go into a ~7-Day-Spiritual-Vigil~ in a Consistent and Continuous
Commitment with you.
During the 7EE Transmissional-Teachings, one Receives Keys, Codes and Data, as
the Seven Seals are Revealed.
As the Experience begins, the influx of Energy ranges at multiple levels for each
individual. Some may feel the Energy very strongly, while others say it comes with
Grace and Ease.
Some will have Visions, Feelings, Shifts, Dream-States, Alterations, and so much
more. As each Layer is Lifted, more and more is Gifted. There are Lots of ‘Ah-ha’
moments.
As each ‘Band-Aid of Past’ is Released, the ability to heal is Enhanced. Also,
remembering, that if the wound or scar beneath this Band-Aid was deep, it may
begin to Lift more Layers to the next Reveal. It’s ok, we want this to happen, as to
Complete the Lessons-Lived as to Learn from it, and move onward and upward to
our complete healing.
Some have described their journeys as Adventurous with an uplifting feeling of
Light, more in tune with their Higher-Self as the Intuition kicks in. While some may
be tired or with low energy, due to the Releasing of the Old and Obstructed energy
that had been held down deep within, that is now Rising and being Released.
Though as time passes, the Awakening process will proceed one to the next levels
of their personal experiences.

The Energy Experiences are Alive and Full of Light-Frequency, that provides the
ability to flush all Old conceived notions that can no longer be sustained or
remained within the Embodiment of the I Am.
During the Many Activations, one may also feel as if at times, they have teleported
to higher frequency fields, as some refer this as an out-of- body experience.
Light Travel is a great part of this movement, as to be able to access the Records in
the Repository, for the Consumption of the Coded-Material needed, as to be
Remembered, Reset and Re-aligned.
Every time someone is Activated through the Sacred Stories Transmissions, they
begin to Reflect on many different Aspectual Experiences throughout lifetimes, as
to bring forward of this most Pertinent lifetime of Experiences, the information
that is needed for this Incarnation to be Karmically Co-Corrected and Balanced.
There is a Connecting-of-the Dots as the Intuition kicks in, and a SelfAcknowledgement is Reminded to one’s Awakening.
Moment by Moment one is in a newer Awareness, which is a Key of Connectivity
by a natural flow of Energy, that comes without Expectations.
While Mary is in the Continual Remote Service with you, she will assist one to raise
their vibration as activated. In this Encoding one may remember, the Inner and
Infinite Intelligence that can assist you in your awakening. In this Illumination
process, healings, activations, attunements and blessings occur.

"Releasing Expectations is the Key
So, that the Mastery of Self
May begin to Receive,
As Intended
to be"

To Begin the 7-Day Energy Experience ~
The 7EE is an energetic Reboot to Remember, Release, Repair, Re-align, and
Receive, while Calibrating and Encoding the Cellular Makeup. It helps to detoxify
the old energetic-system, cleanse impurities of the past, and create an illuminated
restructuring on a cellular level to withstand the New-Light Body Experience.
When one Clears the Old, New May Arrive.
All that is Required for your 7-Day Energy Experience, is an Open and Receptive
Heart, Trust in Us, Patience and a willingness to Receive.
Throughout the 7EE, we are given Transmissional-Teachings as Sacred Stories of
Light are Received from the Light-Tablets of our Truest Self. These Sacred Stories
are referenced as Illuminations drawn from the Light of Love.

How do I Participate?
Please Visit the Course-Schedule Tab, and simply Choose the Class that feels right
to you. Once you have Registered, Mary will be in contact with you via email, and
all information will be sent.

What:

The 7 Day Energy Experience, Keys of Self-Mastery

Where:

In the Privacy of Your Own Personal-Space and on-line

When:

Pick a Selected Course date from Course Schedule tab

Cost:

The Energy Exchange is $ 113.00

You will Receive a 7-Day Mantra that is Required to be read each day, as it is a
Coded-Connection to the Receiver. The 7-Day Mantra is a part of the Encoding to
assist in the changes already naturally occurring in the conversion process of the
3-D makeup, to the 5-D Light-Body. The New Energy Stimulates Responses to

your Embodiment, and also creates an Influx of the Newborn Light Seeds within, to
increase throughout your process.
In addition to the 24/7 offerings, one will Receive Transmissional-Teachings of the
Sacred Stories of Light, Mp4 Messages and More.
***Please visit your email daily, to pick up anything that "may" have been sent to
you.
As soon as the clock strikes midnight on Day 1, the Light begins to Streamline the
Frequency and begins the Formulations, Activations and Transmissions, and will
conclude at midnight on Day 7.
In Addition, ~
Just as a Reminder . . .
To be Conscious and in an Alignment of your Journey for the 7-Days.
In this 7-Day Process, One MAY continue the "everyday routine of life ~ while at
same time, create Space for the 7-days of healings, activations, advancements and
encodings as The Energy Experience is in a continual Flow.
A Daily Mantra is Provided in the Assistance of your Energy Experience.
It is asked that any Type of Spiritual Mediation is applied daily as well.
Spiritual Meditation ~ may simply be . . . to sit quietly for 5 minutes or more daily,
and allowing the Breath to Breathe You ~ Or a walk in Nature, sitting by water or
listening to classical music.
Basically 'letting go, and letting the flow' of New Light to enter within.
One may choose to go deeper, by Meditating longer or in an awareness of the
continuality of this movement, by "checking-in" with self as the day and night goes
forward with you.

Please check your Emails Daily to Receive the Transmissional-Teachings and
Activations. Please allow yourself to be alone, and undisturbed from outside
influences while you are Receiving.

Divine Blessings to Thee
Mary Martin
Minister ~ Messenger ~ Medium
Spiritual Mastery Teacher-Healer of Earth’s Classroom.
Offering Transmissional-Teachings in the Keys of Self-Mastery, the I Am
Presence and the Return of the Divine Feminine.
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